Service Leather Jacket

The understated elegance of our leather jacket has become a classic not only in the hot rod world but the car collector world as well. We tapped renowned car artist Chris Freggatt for the stunning “SO-CAL Service” design that is embroidered on the front and back of the jacket. Each jacket is built to exacting specifications featuring medium grain black leather outer shell, gun metal gray polyester liner, two outer pockets, brass zipper, inside zippered pocket, knitted cuffs/waistband and leather gusseted upper inner sleeves. This offering is by far our best effort and a must for any serious car guy.

#SSM-404XL-10 S-3XL, XLT, 2XLT $249.99 ea.

SO-CAL Leather Pin-Up Jacket

By 1946 the heroes of WWII were looking for new ways to fulfill their need for speed, Alex Kydas and many others like him found it in hot rods. To commemorate those historic days we created this pin-up nose art jacket. The art work is lightly silk-screened on our distressed brown leather jacket so it can quickly break in and have that vintage look. Jacket comes fully lined with zippered inside pocket, outside patches and a detachable fleece hood.

#SSM-4013XL-10 S-3XL $249.99 2-3XL, XLT-2XLT $279.99